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Artists’ Books Exhibitions at Bower Ashton Library
School of Creative Arts, Department of Art and Design
University of the West of England, Bristol, UK

Hibrida III - Eurografic which is currently on show at Cartwright
Hall and the Bradford Gallery explores this theme of the deconstructed book but in this instance through the relationship
of wall mounted work and the book.

Hibrida III

The project for Bristol is very much an experiment with form,
content, and context. Artists who work with Hibrida press were
asked to reconsider and pull apart - remake and re-think book
works specifically for the vitrine or glass cabinet.

1st May - 11th June 2008

Colin Lloyd: British Book of Trees, (reconfigured for notice board)
21 'Lime' 22 'Ash' and 23 'Poplar'

Hibrida at Bristol
Hibrida III
De-constructed books

An exhibition which explores the problems of displaying
book works in vitrines or cases which are not accessible in terms
of handling the books.
Frequently in exhibitions of book works we see the work
displayed with specific open pages, but we are frustrated
by not being allowed to turn the page, to view a sequence
or narrative.
Rather than view this as a negative, the aim of Hibrida III
de-constructed books is to directly address the possible
transformation of the book work into an object, or sequence of
objects which relate to the original, thus engendering
two readings stemming from the same source via a formal
re-configuration.
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15 to 1
Curated by Sumi Perera
Artists’ Books Exhibition in the Foyer Cabinets
School of Art, Media and Design
University of the West of England
Bristol, UK
1st -31st May 2008
15 to 1 is an exhibition of fifteen artist books by Chinese
students from the CAFA (Central Academy of Fine Art) in
Beijing, made in response to an artist book module taught by
Sumi Perera last year.

Unassured by Ji Yu Jie

I Ching Book of Changes by Zhi jun Wang

Newspaper book

Press studs book
Burnt book

These beguiling books made by the post-graduate students
studying MA Graphic Design, in the Visual Communications
Department at CAFA explore the spectrum of artist books from
the simple codex to the complex bookform.

Recycle book
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The exhibition will continue as a touring show - venues to be
confirmed in the next newsletter. More details about the
exhibition can be read in the next issue of Printmaking Today.
sumi_perera@hotmail.com
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EXHIBITIONS
For the Love of Making Books touring exhibition
of artists’ books and related artwork by fifteen artists from
artistsbooksonline continues at the following venues:
Haworth Art Gallery, Accrington, Lancashire
Until 18th May 2008
Tel: 01254 233782
www.hyndburnbc.gov.uk/hag
South Hill Park Arts Centre, Bracknell, Berkshire
24th May - 12th July 2008
Tel: 01344 484123
www.southhillpark.org.uk

Press & Release provides an opportunity to encounter a variety
of visions arising out of the world of artists’ books within an
imaginative, improvised space dedicated to revealing this area
in a new light. The gallery has been transformed into an
environment housing the work of individual artists and
publishers, presenting books and related ephemera outside
the conventional glass case. The show focuses on limited
edition, hand-made work that stretches the parameters of
printmaking, mixed-media and other approaches, to arrive
at highly original and inventive permutations of the book
format. Ranging from underground comics to journals,
pop-ups, posters, web-based publishing, installations and gate
crashers, this eclectic gathering of work provides a glimpse into
the dense and multifaceted world of self-publishing.

For more information see: www.artistsbooksonline.com

b**k
londonprintstudio
Until 31st May 2008
An exhibition exploring artists’ books and book making.
425 Harrow Road London W10 4RE
Tel: 020 8969 3247
www.londonprintstudio.org.uk

Le Dernier Cri

PRESS & RELEASE
An exhibition of artists’ books and independent publishing
Phoenix Gallery Brighton
26 April - 7 June 2008

Special guests include Le Dernier
Cri, an artists’ publishing house
in Marseille that generates
beautiful, intense, often
disturbing limited-edition books,
prints, and animations from
a range of international and
outsider artists. They are joined
by Knust, an artists’ collective
from Nijmegen, The Netherlands
that employs a unique stencil
(mimeograph) printing process
and champions some inventive
ways of producing books, posters,
CDs and wallpaper.

An artist’s book fair on 24th May broadens the exhibition’s
reach from limited edition, hand made books to low-budget
fanzines, comics, multiples, ephemera and more. A gallery
talk, series of low-budget self publishing workshops run by
Bookville - Graeme Walker and Maggie Tran, and a screening
and performance from le Dernier Cri will also take place
alongside the exhibition.

reassemble

Featuring: Le Dernier Cri & Knust. Plus: Frans Baake,
Borbonessa, Peter Chasseaud, Young-Ju Choi, Paul Clarke,
Karen Constance, Roz Cran, Ann D’Arcy Hughes, Nicola Dale,
John Dilnot, Jeff Keen, Kaho Kojima, Lotte Little, Angela
McKay, David Miles, Dylan Nyoukis, Mark Pawson, Oddstock
Books, reassemble, Redfoxpress, Jim Sanders, Lucy May
Schofield, Batool Showghi, Jonathan Swain, Taller Leñateros,
Chisato Tamabayashi, Carolyn Trant, Weproductions and
others…
A celebration of artists’ books and independent publishing,
showcasing an intriguing selection of UK and international
artists, with work ranging from the profane to sublime.
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John Dilnot

Phoenix Gallery, 10 - 14 Waterloo Place, Brighton BN2 9NB
Tel: 01273 603700
Tuesday - Saturday 11 am - 5 pm
Regular updates and news on workshops and other events
will be posted at: www.phoenixarts.org
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS …

Clemens-Tobias Lange
A Wedding in Lukenia
Galeire Holzhauer, Hamburg
Until 24th May 2008
A wedding in Sant’ Arcangelo, Lukenia, an unknown region
in South Italy situated between Calabria and Apulia. The groom
is the poet of this place who emigrated years ago but has come
back for the ceremony - Domenico Brancale. Clemens-Tobias
Lange, a friend of the family, has captured the tradition,
sobriety, and laughter of this party. Due to the filigree and
original photographic process on Japanese and Chinese paper,
the pictures get their sensual, dreamy impression.
More than just photographs, they are pictures of everlasting
inner aspirations.

Athenaeum Music & Arts Library
North Reading Room Exhibition
Selections from the Erika and Fred Torri Artists’ Books
Collection: Allan Kaprow
10th May - 14th June 2008
Allan Kaprow is best known for his “happenings”, which he is
credited with inventing in 1958. Originally trained as a painter,
he developed happenings as his interest turned toward creating
environments, and was influenced by Dadaism and John Cage.
He published pamphlets documenting his happenings.
Kaprow taught at UCSD and passed away in 2006.
Athenaeum Music & Arts Library, 1008 Wall Street
La Jolla, CA 92037-4418, USA
www.ljathenaeum.org

Mapping Correspondence: Mail Art in the 21st Century
The Center for Book Arts, New York
Until 28th June, 2008
Organised by Champe Smith, Independent Curator and Artist

Clemens-Tobias Lange, born in Berlin in 1960, studied
painting under Emilio Vedova and design under Ennio Chiggio
in Venice. Above all, he is known for the livres d’artistes of his
edition CTL Press, founded in Hamburg in 1988.
Galeire Holzhauer
Borselstraße 9
22765 Hamburg
Germany
www.holzhauerhamburg.de
Open: Weds - Fri 3 - 7 pm, Sun - 6 pm

Visions - part one information as material
at Johan Deumens, editions & artists’ books, Haarlem
Until 16th May 2008
Derek Beaulieu / Tim Brennan / Pavel Büchler /
Craig Dworkin / Jarrod Fowler / Kenneth Goldsmith /
Sarah Jacobs / Sharon Kivland / Simon Morris /
Nick Thurston / Robert Williams
Information as material was established in 2002 by Simon
Morris to publish work by artists who use extant material selecting it and reframing it to generate new meanings - and
who, in doing so, disrupt the existing order of things. Edited by
Simon Morris and Nicholas Thurston.
Johan Deumens, editions & artists’ books
Donkere Spaarne 32 zw 2011 JH Haarlem, The Netherlands
Tel: + 31 (0)6 22 45 15 45
www.artitstsbooks.com
Wednesday - Friday 12 am - 5 pm and by appointment

This exhibition invited artists, who in turn invited additional
participants, to submit work via the postal service, creating a
network of communication that reflects the complex and
varied meaning of the book, mapping, and social networking
in the 21st century. Mail art is a democratic genre outside of
the traditional system of art consumption through commercial
galleries.
In addition to the contemporary work, the exhibition will
feature an historical timeline, as well as work by some of
most influential artists and collaboratives of the movement,
including Ray Johnson, Buster Cleveland, Dick Higgins, and
vintage Anna Banana, on loan from Robert Warner, Scott
McCarney, Barbara Moore, Gordon Simpson, Marilyn
Rosenberg, Franklin Furnace Archive, and the Davi Det
Hompson Archive at VCU.
The Center for Book Arts Gallery is located on the third
floor at 28 West 27th Street, Manhattan. Admission is free
and open to the public. Monday - Friday 10 AM - 6 PM
Saturday 10 AM - 4 PM, Sunday closed
The Center for Book Arts, 28 West 27th Street, 3rd Floor
New York 10001, USA
Tel: (212) 481 0295
www.centerforbookarts.org

Laurent Impeduglia
Bongout Showroom, Berlin
Until 17th May
Laurent Impeduglia (Belgium, 1974) is a hyperactive builder.
His artworks range from funny drawings on paper, through
wild oil on canvas works, to tiny sculptures and huge
installations: the thread that links them is the artist’s
obsessive, compulsive relationship with the act of construction
and arrangement. Bricks, working tools (overalls, stones,
concrete mixers, wheelbarrows, and so forth) are used - either
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the real objects themselves, slightly transformed, or simply
drawn on paper or painted - to build cheap castles, burning
churches or collapsing igloos. Impeduglia presents to us a world
where a DIY philosophy is as important as the final production;
a world where works “in progress” are as or more significant
than finished objects. A world in which not only the object in
question but the artist/builder's life itself is being constructed.

Bongout Showroom
Torstrasse 110, 10119 Berlin, Germany
Tel: +49 (0)30 280 93 758
Opening hours: Tues-Sat, 12-7 PM
www.bongout.org

SEXYMACHINERY: ISSUE A
Publication launch and exhibition
Permanent Galley, Brighton
Until Sunday 11 May 2008
Permanent Galley presents the new printed edition of
Sexymachinery.

Humour is also very present in Impeduglia’s work. He stages
himself as the happy worker, at times writing droll slogans
that could almost function as proverbs (“Where are you jesus” with no question mark!), at times presenting us with objects
which invite us to travel but which appear so precarious, so
treacherous, that we would never dare use them. Witness his
unsettling wooden raft that simply proclaims “Quitter Liège”
on its proudly floating black flag, wherever it stands. Everything
here is about moving, traveling, drifting, finding a path. In the
artist’s own words, as daubed on a number of canvases: “Make a
wish, build your life”.

In June of last year, the world was invited to witness the demise
of Sexymachinery; an architectural production from London,
Copenhagen and Baden-Baden, which had been active since
2000. The occasion was called SEXYMACHINERY 13 - THE
END, and took the form of a conference at Serpentine Gallery.
It may therefore come as a surprise to the Sexymachinery group,
that a new ‘Bootleg’ edition has been compiled by St. Pierre &
Miquelon.
The new edition
explores bootlegging and
copyrighting; In the light
of present concerns around
Internet downloading and
how the music industry
should respond, the recent
American scriptwriters’
strike or just a visit from
your friendly DVD pirate
whilst you’re having a pint
in the pub, the desire to
bootleg continues.
Pierre & Miquelon is the
collective work of Tom
Mower, Simon Elvins and
Julie Hill. Their previous projects have taken the form of books,
workshops, exhibitions and individual commissions.

For his first show in Berlin, Impeduglia is exhibiting a large
selection of new works in the gallery-showroom Bongout,
as if freshly made in his huge studio. The word VITRIOL
has recently become an important topic for Impeduglia,
accompanying his moving from the point of constructing objects
to the idea of reconstructing yourself. VITRIOL - the keyword
of this show that, rather than a classic hanging, will manifest
itself as translation of the artist's everyday world, his atelier in
Belgium, as big and messy and crowded and chaotic as any
building “under construction”. As the process of making itself.
Between objects, papers and canvases, between ready-mades,
comic-book drawings and savage paintings, his - and your building site is on the way.
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Sexymachinery celebrates the inimitable position of architecture
in all aspects of cultural production and personal desire.
Previous issues have been printed, performed and exhibited.
Sexymachinery Issue A is launched at Permanent Gallery on
the 3rd of May 2008. It is the first in a series of experimental
publishing, performance and literary events to coincide with
Brighton’s May Festival.
Other scheduled events are: Testing Grounds (17-18 May)
and Tight Lip (23 May). See gallery website for more details:
www.permanentgallery.com
www.sexymachinery.com

P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS …

Re: an open exhibition of experimental artists’ books
curated by ‘we love your books’
The Gallery, The University of Northampton
Monday 12th - Thursday 29th May 2008
This exhibition features a wide range of experimental books
based on ‘re’ words such as recycle, recollect and remove. Please
come and visit and handle the books. We have entries from book
artists from all over the world including work from Mexico,
Italy, The Ukraine, Hungary, Germany and USA.

IT IS UP TO US IF WE GO ON AS IT IS, SO BE (YE) UP:
Ruth Laxson’s Muse
Rhode Island School of Design, USA
An exhibition 9th May - 3rd July 2008 of Ruth Laxson’s artists’
books and bookmaking process archives at the Fleet Library at
Rhode Island School of Design, 15 Westminster Street,
Providence, RI, USA. Research notes, preliminary sketches,
mock-ups and camera-ready work will be featured along with
nearly twenty of her books.

book by Fabio Sassi for ‘re’

Exhibition dates: Monday 12th - Thursday 29th May 2008
Private view: Friday 9th May 4.30 - 7pm
(open weekdays 10-4, closed Bank Holiday Monday)
Venue: The Gallery, The University of Northampton, Avenue
Campus, St. George’s Avenue, Northampton, NN2 6JD, UK
Selected work from the exhibition will also be exhibited at:
Artworks MK, Milton Keynes, UK from 14th July - 14th Aug
Herefordshire College of Arts - Summer 2008

A Hundred Years of LEX FLEX (detail) Ruth Laxson, 2003

The University of Portsmouth from 3rd-14th November 2008
www.weloveyourbooks.com

Ruth Laxson, an Atlanta, Georgia based artist, has been making
artists’ books since the age of 63 and is known for her quirky
visual poetry, playful use of text and image, and her highly
relevant social and political commentaries. This exhibition is
in conjunction with “Life is a Page”, an exhibition of Ruth’s
drawings and paintings at the Marcia Wood Gallery in Atlanta,
29th May - 5th July, 2008. Exhibition catalogues for each venue
will be available.
For more information, contact Laurie Whitehill Chong,
Special Collections Librarian, Fleet Library at RISD at
lwhitehi@risd.edu or Marcia Wood at
http://marciawoodgallery.com

book by Melanie Bush for ‘re’
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Broward County Commission Libraries Division Presents
The 2007 Florida Artist’s Book Prize
Main Library, Bienes Museum of the Modern Book
On display until 20th June 2008
Broward County Main Library’s Bienes Museum of the Modern
Book: The Dianne and Michael Bienes Special Collections and

this newsletter can be downloaded in colour from www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/banlists.htm

Rare Book Library invites the public to an exhibition of the
2007 Florida Artist’s Book Prize. The exhibition is on display
until 20th June 2008, on the sixth floor of the Main Library,
100 S. Andrews Avenue, Fort Lauderdale.
The winner is Rosemarie Chiarlone of Miami Beach. Ms.
Chiarlone is the 2002, 2003, 2004 and 2005 Florida Artist’s
Book Prize awards recipient. The prize is sponsored by the
Florida Center for the Book and the Bienes Museum of the
Modern Book.

Founded in 1974, the award-winning Broward County Libraries
Division, www.broward.org/library, provides essential quality
of life community service as well as outstanding customer
service throughout Broward County. The library consists of
37 branches, more than three million items for public use,
970 permanent staff, 114 part-time staff and $4.6 million in
grants with 41 grant-supported positions. Broward County
Library is the ninth largest library system in the United States
serving 10 million customers annually.
www.digilab.browardlibrary.org
Click on 2007 Florida Artist’s Book Prize, then “Browse” to see
all the books in the exhibition.
Main Library
Bienes Museum of the Modern Book
The Dianne and Michael Bienes Special Collections and
Rare Book Library
100 S. Andrews Ave.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33301, USA
www.broward.org/library/bienes_about.htm

Target, Rosemarie Chiarlone

The book Target is six portfolio leaves of punctured Fabriano
Classico paper, punctures are made with a 22 gauge needle
Helvetica font ranging from 1 1/2” to 1/2”. The text is from
the poem “Target” by Susan Weiner: I see you totally focused;
desperate to make the mark; staring at every part of me; yet you
can’t ever see me. Covers are laminated Davey board lined with
white, 100% cotton fabric, bound by Lea Nickless. The square
shaped portfolio style book has a small circular indentation 5 cm
in diameter, in the center of the front cover … steel tipped,
wooden dart with white turkey feathers, and a natural colour
leather cord… Inside covers and flaps are lined with Fabriano
sheets. Matte Dura-Lar end sheets lie within these flaps.
Edition of two, 2007.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Reading Around…
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/reading.htm
Launched online and at 55 venues on Monday 28th April 2008
To celebrate National Year of Reading and World Book Day
in 2008, the Centre for Fine Print Research at UWE, Bristol,
invited artists to make contributions to Reading Around…
on World Book Day (06/03/08) and send them to us in March.

Books in transit, Guy Begbie

Louise Gilligan

The website is an online archive of the resulting artworks for
you to enjoy. The works submitted range from pieces inspired
by or referencing novels to thoughts about reading, acts of
reading, and mail art pieces.
We have 60 artists’ pages for viewing or download, some short
movies about reading and a free download PDF e-book, which
you can print out and make up into your own book.
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55 copies of each of the 60 artworks were laser-jet printed from
the artwork files as they were received. The resulting 3,300 pages
were made up into library, gallery and bookstore packs by our
swift assembly Print Centre team of David and Matthew Sully
over the holidays.

On Reading in 3 Parts Tate Shaw (with special thanks to Wallace)

Post Spine
Watch this space.....

The packs of pages were sent out to slip into random books at
55 galleries, bookstores and libraries in the UK, France, Italy,
The Netherlands, Germany, Singapore, Spain, Mexico, USA,
New Zealand and Australia.

.....for details of a major Book Arts exhibition at
London College of Communication (June 2nd to June 5th)
times tbc. Any queries contact Mary Pullen, 3rd year BA Hons
at: mary.pullen@yahoo.co.uk

For a full list of venues and all the project artworks please visit:
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/reading.htm

Como Pedro por mi casa
Barcelona, 2nd - 6th June
“Como Pedro por mi casa” is an international illustrated book
festival organised by Julia Pelletier and Rafaël Castañer, both
professional illustrators and editors of artist's books and
magazines. It takes place each year in Barcelona at “La Central
del Raval” bookshop at Calle Elisabeth, 6, 08001 Barcelona.
“Como Pedro por mi casa” is a festival devoted exclusively to
illustrated books for adults and authors sharing the same idea
of freedom in painting, drawing or illustration to express their
ideas. The originality of the festival resides in bringing together
work using an array of techniques to construct a narrative.

Experimental Letterpress Workshop, London
The Experimental Letterpress Workshop was established in
2006 by Alexander Cooper and Rose Gridneff, a Graphic
Design/ Book Arts collaboration, who seek to challenge the
boundaries of Letterpress whilst respecting its traditions.
You can view their new blog site at:
www.experimentalletterpressworkshop.blogspot.com

Zineopolis is a new collection of zines at the
University of Portsmouth.
www.zineopolis.co.uk

For us, a book is a subject open to a wide array of interpretations, be it fanzine, object book, graphic novel or even an edible
or flying book! What we appreciate the most is the quality and
originality in this industry. In order to show the widest array of
work we are always on the lookout for new authors and editors
to showcase by exhibiting and selling their work.
Over 6 days, we have books coming from countries as far as
Mexico, Japan, Switzerland, England and Australia; opening
eyes to a variety of new techniques and stories from around the
world. In the cosy, homely space we have created, people come
and take time to peruse at their own leisure the books we have
on offer.
“Como Pedro por mi casa” was born from the desire to share our
curiosity and celebrate work which expresses life and stories in a
different way, outside the norm. Every year, we showcase an
artist by exhibiting their work on the walls of our “lounge”.
In this third year, we have chosen Jordi Vila’s Test sound, an
exquisite book produced during Julia Pelletier and Rafaël
Casañer’s illustrated book workshop at La Central.
Contact: Julia Pelletier, info@juliapelletier.com
www.juliapelletier.com
Rafael Castañer, rafa@rafa-c.com / www.rafa-c.com
La Cental, comunicacion@lacentral.com
www.festivaldelibrosilustrados.com
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We wanted to reflect the diversity of thought and talent that
exists outside traditional publishing. Zines are one of the few
areas left where creative people can speak without censorship.
This makes the world of zines new and exciting as well as
challenging. Commercial art is changing rapidly, with over
reliance on clip-art images and images that exist to simply
dress-up yet another advert, for yet another ‘must-have’ product.
So, what do visual people make and say when they are given a
free-hand? You’ll find it here - amongst zines.
The nature of production, often cheap and quick, means these
zines reflect the thoughts and hopes of the day (quite literally).
We are focusing upon image-heavy zines, here in the School of
Art and Design. The emergence of zines means that contrary to
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popular thought, young people (and older ones) have plenty to
say about the world they find themselves in, and not as passively
as one may expect. The culture of zines shows us that people do
still have opinions, it also shows us that traditional conduits for
sharing thoughts are probably not as accessible as we’d like
within our celebrity-obsessed media. It’s great to witness the
self-publishing boom!
Zineopolis was born in June 2007 after a group zine project
from first year Illustration Degree students at the University of
Portsmouth. The collection is housed in the Illustration Course,
but is also available to browse online. The zines and comics
produced by staff and students are archived in this site along
with zines donated to us and ones specially purchased for the
collection. Over the years we hope to build-up a representative
collection of zines.
The collection is curated by Jackie Batey and is located within
the Illustration BA course at the University of Portsmouth.
We would love to hear from other zine makers, library
collections or zinefests. Email: jackie.batey@port.ac.uk
If you would like to send us your zines, here’s the address:
Zineopolis
c/o Jackie Batey - Illustration Course
University of Portsmouth
School of Art, Design and Media, Eldon Building
Winston Churchill Avenue, Portsmouth
Hampshire PO1 2DJ United Kingdom

OPPORTUNITIES

Book Works announce a
CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
Semina 2008
Semina - where the novel has a nervous breakdown
Commissioning Editor: Stewart Home

The selection from open submissions will be made by Stewart
Home and Book Works. The series is designed by Fraser
Muggeridge studio.
Deadline for submissions is 30th May 2008
Download an application form from our website at
www.bookworks.org.uk/asp/home3.asp
or contact gavin@bookworks.org.uk for further information.
Book Works
19 Holywell Row, London EC2A 4JB, United Kingdom

Call for Submissions
Sheffield Artist’s Book Prize
@Bank Street Arts, Sheffield
The Sheffield Artist’s Book Prize is an open submission
exhibition, held in conjunction with, and as part of, the
Off the Shelf Festival which takes place annually in Sheffield
during the months of October and November.
Whilst there is a cash prize of £150 for the winning entry,
The Sheffield Artist’s Book Prize is as much about finding an
interesting format in which to show and view artists’ books as it
is about creating a prize. The various galleries at Bank Street will
be filled with armchairs, sofas, beanbags and cushions, with the
books themselves placed on tables around the galleries; visitors
to the exhibition will be given a voting form and asked to
choose their favourite book(s).
The exact format for display and selection will depend on the
volume and type of submissions, though it is anticipated that
all entries will be displayed in the exhibition and the organisers
will use their own discretion regarding decisions about display.
Entry to the exhibition and prize is free; artists may submit only
one book per individual maker, more than one in the case of
collaborative authorship.
The exhibition will run for 3 weeks from 16th October to
6th November, 2008.
Closing date for submissions - 30th June 2008

We are looking for artists and writers interested in experimental
prose fiction, drawing inspiration from art as much as it does
from literature. Think of the ways in which time and space died
yesterday, how acceleration exceeds accumulation, the dead city
and the perpetual twilight of technology: Georges Bataille,
Henri Michaux, Alexander Trocchi, William Burroughs, Ann
Quin, Clarence Cooper Jr, Claude Cahun etc. Above all we’re
looking for artists and writers willing to take risks with their
prose and who demonstrate total disregard for the conventions
that structure received ideas about fiction.

For further information please send an e-mail to:
prize@bankstreetarts.com
or visit the website: www.bankstreetarts.com
where full contact details can be found as well as further
information about the venue, exhibition and submission
procedure. Please note: submissions will not be accepted
without the submission form which can only be obtained
from the website or by e-mail.

Semina takes its inspiration from a series of nine loose-leaf
magazines issued by Californian beat artist Wallace Berman in
the 1950s and 1960s. The series is commissioned and edited
by artist and writer Stewart Home. The series will publish nine
books, six of which will be selected from open submission, two
commissioned by the editor, with Blood Rites of the Bourgeoisie
by Stewart Home the final title in the series.

CALL FOR PAPERS : So Multiples Review
Deadline May 31st, 2008
Due to a relative lack of knowledge on the theme of the
multiple in art and to make this art form better known to the
public, we have created a six-monthly, electronic reference review
on this subject, in connection with universities, research centres,
galleries, publishers and artists.
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The afore-mentioned French-speaking review, So multiples,
publishes research and creates works about the multiple and
other artists’ publications (videos, CD-ROM, audio, posters,
flyers, artists’ books, etc.) in France and abroad. It is a link
between the different parts of the art scene, as well as a means
of permanent information on this field.
With this aim in mind we are looking for:
Leading articles with illustrations and a reference bibliography
from 9,000 to 30,000 characters, spaces included. Unpublished
interviews of artists, publishers and/or gallery owners. In this
column we shall find mixes or a focus on historic issues related
to the multiples and artists’ publications, revived by recent
works.
Publication of different sources, covering chronological and
geographic fields with a methodological interest. These must
be preceded by one or several paragraphs of presentation
(c. 9,000 characters, spaces included).
Varied reports, open not only to works and catalogues but
also to symposium proceedings, study days and PhD defences
(c. 9,000 characters, spaces included).
Propositions must be accompanied with an abstract and a short
bio-bibliography (c. 10 lines each). They must be sent to the
organiser: Océane Delleaux
www.so-multiples.com
so-multiples@orange.fr
Deadline May 31st 2008 (for publication in September 2008).

Small Publishers Fair 2008
Friday 24th October 11am - 7pm
Saturday 25th October 11am - 7pm
Tables available for booking. The cost of a table will be £125.00.
Tables are approximately 6' x 3' (Should you only require a small
space, some ‘half ’ tables may be available).
To book a table, please send a deposit* of £60.00 along with
your contact details (Name of Publisher / Imprint, Address,
Telephone, Email and Website, Contact name) to:
Martin Rogers
RGAP
11 Bridle Lane
Lower Hartshay
Ripley
Derbyshire
DE5 3RQ

SUMMER SCHOOLS AND WORKSHOPS
Continuing Professional Development Courses and
Summer Schools 2008 at UWE Bristol
Bookbinding skills for artists Tutor: Guy Begbie
This is a series of one-day courses for participants to learn
bookbinding skills. Attendees will be shown how to make
their own books using a variety of bookbinding structures,
materials and techniques. During these practical sessions,
Guy will share technical bookbinding skills for participants
to develop professional quality books and book boxes.
The next day courses are:
Collapsible Star Binding and The Coptic Stitch
Friday 23rd May
Book Boxes and containers
Friday 20th June
Each day runs from 9.30 am - 4.30 pm
Courses limited to 10 students. Fee £80 per day.
Bookbinding for artists Summer School - Led by Guy Begbie
21st - 25th July 2008
The book is a viable, visual medium that can provide links and
meeting points between many art disciplines such as print,
painting and sculpture. It is perhaps the most intimate, easily
accessible and portable of all the art forms. In this intensive
five-day course both traditional and unorthodox bookbinding
structures will be taught. The course is designed to be
appropriate for people with or without previous experience.
9.30 am - 4.30 pm (lunch provided each day)
Price: £225 per person
Limited to 10 participants
Laser Cutting and Book Structures for Artists’ Books
Summer School - Led by Guy Begbie and Claire Humphries
28th July - 1st August 2008
The course allow you to experiment with laser cutting papers,
and paper structures and bindings for book artists.
9.30 am - 4.30 pm (lunch provided each day)
Price: £300 per person
Limited to 6 participants
To book a place on any of these day classes or summer schools,
please download and complete an application form at
http://amd.uwe.ac.uk/index.asp?pageid=1042
and return it to:
University of the West of England, School of Creative Arts
The Research Enterprise and Outreach Office
Bower Ashton Campus, Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol BS3 2JT
Tel: 0117 3284810 / Email: amd.cpd@uwe.ac.uk

Cheques to be made out to RGAP
Deposit to be paid by May 9th - the balance of £65 will be due
on 12th September. Cheques for the equivalent in euros or US$
are acceptable.
*We are introducing a deposit scheme this year, as payment for
the hire of the Conway Hall has to be made now, to secure the
bookings in October.
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Collective Workshops 2008
CELEBRATING THE WHOLE ART OF THE BOOK
4th - 15th July 2008
Wellington College, Berkshire
An eleven-day residential conference offering hands-on
courses in book, paper and print techniques and much more.
For £950 (tuition, excursion and full board) participants will
choose to attend three of the ten workshops which are:

Denise Carbone Innovative Book Arts Structures
Sün Evrard
Staple Binding
Maria Fredericks Medieval Wooden-Boarded Binding
Millimetre Binding
Adam Larsson
Graham Moss & Kathy Whelan Letterpress Printing
Jim Patterson
Papermaking
Maxine Relton Woodblock Printmaking
John Sewell
Edition Binding
Paper Conservation for Books
Karen Vidler
Mark Walmsley Historical & Contemporary Pastepapers
Our web site is live and applications are being accepted so
please go to: www@collectiveworkshops.org to find out more.

CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS

BOOKS THAT FLY
Conference - Summer School - Competition
University of Brighton, July 2008
The University of Brighton, in partnership with the Edward
Johnston Foundation, is running a set of three inter-related
activities devoted to Book Arts: a conference, a summer school
and a competition.

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT BEFORE THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS 16TH MAY £480
STUDENT DISCOUNT AND EARLY BIRD
COMBINED - £430
Download application forms from
www.brighton.ac.uk/booksthatfly
or apply to booksthatfly@brighton.ac.uk for brochure.
University of Brighton
BOOK ARTS Room G55
University of Brighton
Grand Parade, Brighton BN2 0JY, United Kingdom
booksthatfly@brighton.ac.uk
www.brighton.ac.uk/booksthatfly

Artists’ Books Seminar
Thursday 8th May 2008 at the University of the West of
England, Bower Ashton Campus, Bristol
How are artists using and investigating new media for
publishing?
Where are we going with this?
Where will the books end up?
A day of discussion and participation 10.30 am - 3.30 pm

Collectively titled Books that Fly, all three activities will be held
within the Faculty of Arts and Architecture at the Grand Parade
campus of the University of Brighton in July 2008.
What is unique about this project is that it is a public
programme that offers candidates at all levels the opportunity
to participate in three aspects of Book Arts all at one venue.
Books that Fly is open to all with no entry requirements and
participants can choose to take part in any or all of the three
activities presented on the theme of Book Arts.
The project will begin with the conference in the Sallis Benney
Theatre on July 5th, when we will also launch the competition
and announce its theme.
This is followed by a non-residential two-week summer school
from Monday July 7th to Friday July 11th and Monday July
14th to Friday July 18th. With workshops in bookbinding,
traditional and experimental calligraphy, etching process,
silkscreen multiples, letterpress, photographic processes, and
digital type design; seminars and talks on aspects of marketing
and self-publishing from Prof George Hardie, Jackie Batey,
Sue Gollifer, Mark Pawson and Gerald Fleuss.
Call for entries application form published on 5th July.
The themed competition submissions 1st and 2nd September.
Cash prizes announced 12th September
The project’s aim is to spread the word about Book Arts to a
wider audience and to extend an invitation to share ideas that
will support and encourage developments in the field of
handmade books.
Fees: Conference £30. The standard fee for the summer school
incorporating the conference is £530.
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This is our first seminar, forming part of a-two-year, Arts and
Humanities Research Council (AHRC) funded project*: In an
arena including digital and traditional artists’ publishing formats what will be the canon for the artist's book in the 21st Century?
(March 2008 - February 2010). The two researchers for this
project are: Sarah Bodman and Tom Sowden who both
welcome enquiries at the contact address below. The project
intends to open up responsive exploration with a collaborative,
international audience of artists, academics, presses, publishers,
curators, dealers and collectors.
Speakers:
Sarah Bodman and Tom Sowden - CFPR, UWE Bristol will
introduce the seminar, project and discussions.
Maria Fusco - writer, critic and editor, Director of Art Writing
at Goldsmiths College in London. Maria Fusco will discuss
alternative methods of distribution, with particular focus on
a number of contemporary artists’ projects that challenge
conventional boundaries of production and presentation. She
will refer to Doom Knots, a recent project of hers which utilised
Bluetooth to transmit a daily series of short texts to office
workers in London.
Francis Elliott - Foundry. “I’m trying to raise the profile of artists’
books on the web by focusing on specific works, writing a page
on them and then posting each on Wikipedia. The web seems
a particularly interesting way to create cultural memories.
I want to create an interrelated net of the major 20th C. art
books, if only in the hope that others who know more about
them than me can expand the pages until they become really
interesting. Any additions to my list of seminal works would
be gratefully received.”
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS …

Dr Jackie Batey (Senior lecturer in Illustration, in the School of
Art, Design & Media, University of Portsmouth) will talk about,
and demonstrate how she uses the Internet for showing and
marketing her books, and will show some Internet work in
progress. Jackie uses www.dampflat.com which she designed and
constructed for her artists’ books and multiples. Where possible,
she includes rough work, images from sketchbooks, reference
images and early versions on the site. Jackie will also bring some
examples of her books and zines for viewing.
Dr Maureen O’Neill (Senior lecturer in Illustration, in the School
of Art, Design & Media, University of Portsmouth) has recently
launched a new website called ‘The Ministry of Books’. It is a
research initiative which aims to support, promote, encourage
and strengthen the production of Artists’ Books at the University
of Portsmouth. This website will hold a visual library archive
where students and staff can access the collection on line and
then view and handle these for research and inspiration.
Maureen will discuss, with Linda Newington and the audience,
how people are and will be collecting artists’ books, and how
‘The Ministry of Books’ works with the Internet.

Sunday 03 - a new artist’s book by Hellsfard & Gfeller
Signed & Numbered
Cover: 1 colour silkscreen on 300g silver gloss paper.
Inside: 1 - 6 colours silkscreen on 250 - 300g mat paper.
34 pages + cover, 23,5 x 23,5 cm,
6 ex, Hand-bound.
Bongout book nr. 100 !
250 Euro, can be purchased by paypal from www.bongout.org

Linda Newington (Head of Faculty Services - Law, Arts and
Social Sciences, University of Southampton Libraries and Head
Librarian at Winchester School of Art) will lead a discussion on
issues relating to collecting current and future formats of artists’
publishing.

To Autumn - John Keats
David Esslemont, Solmentes Press

Places are limited to 40 attendees.
Please email Sarah Bodman or Tom Sowden for a booking form.
Email: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk / Tom.Sowden@uwe.ac.uk
This seminar is subsidised by the AHRC project, the attendance
fee is £10 per person, which includes refreshments and lunch.
For any queries or bookings contact:
Sarah Bodman / Tom Sowden, Centre for Fine Print Research
UWE, Bristol School of Creative Arts, Kennel Lodge Road,
Bristol BS3 2JT
Tel: +44 (0) 117 32 84915
Fax: +44 (0) 117 32 85865
Email: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk / Tom.Sowden@uwe.ac.uk
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk

‘Season of mists and mellow fruitfulness . . .’
John Keats, 1795-1821, was an English Romantic poet.
He wrote ‘To Autumn’ in September 1819 and mentions it in a
letter to his friend John Reynolds: “. . . How beautiful the season
is now. How fine the air - a temperate sharpness about it. Really,
without joking, chaste weather - Dian skies. I never liked stubble-fields so much as now - aye, better than the chilly green of
the Spring. Somehow, a stubble- field looks warm, in the same
way that some pictures look warm. This struck me so much in
my Sunday’s walk that I composed upon it . . .”

* The Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC) funds
postgraduate training and research in the arts and humanities,
from archaeology and English literature to design and dance.
The quality and range of research supported not only provides
social and cultural benefits but also contributes to the economic
success of the UK. For further information on the AHRC, please
see the website www.ahrc.ac.uk

NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS
Ciara Healy’s Bird Book is now online on the ignition books
website www.ignition.ie and on her updated website at
www.ciarahealy.com
You can view images of the book and buy it through Paypal if
you go to www.ignition.ie and click on ‘projects’.

Inspired by the vibrant colours of autumn leaves, each page
illustrates one line from the poem. The paintings or drawings,
perhaps “calligraphs”, incorporate the words, drawn with a pen
that create complex and intriguing patterns.
The illustrations were created in pairs, as facing pages.
As the poem comprises three, eleven-line stanzas, an additional
three images were used to balance the double page spreads.
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The original images were created with acrylic inks, the line itself
was added digitally, reversed out in white for the book.
Each image is based on a detail from a photograph of a maple
tree on Bedford Street in Minneapolis. Seen all together, the
bigger picture is revealed in a fractured montage.
The book is printed digitally using Epson Ultrachrome K3
pigment inks. The paper is mould made 225 gsm Somerset
Enhanced from the St Cuthberts Mill in Somerset, England.
Somerset is made from 100% cotton, and is an archival grade
paper. Printed only on one side of the sheet, the pages are
joined together with Tyvek and sewn with coloured thread.
Published in April 2008. Available in four editions:
Edition A - 432 x 279 mm (17 x 11 ins), decorated full-leather
binding, together with an extra set of the thirty-six prints.
The prints are the same size as the book and housed in a paper
chemise. All in a cloth-covered drop-back box.
5 copies. £4000 ($8,000)
Edition B - 432 x 279 mm (17 x 11 ins), decorated full-leather
binding. In a cloth-covered drop-back box.
10 copies. £2250 ($5,500)
Edition C - 432 x 279 mm (17 x 11 ins), paper covered
boards. 40 copies. £600 ($1,200)
Edition D - 279 x 178 mm (11 x 7 ins), paper covers.
200 copies, £150 ($300)

WE WANT EVERYONE
Facebook and The New American Right
An essay by Tom Hodgkinson
Facebook has 66 million active users - including 8 million in
the UK - and 2 million new ones join each week. But you won’t
catch Tom Hodgkinson volunteering his personal information not now that he knows the politics of the people behind the
social networking site. Read about what’s really going on with
Facebook, in this new pamphlet from Bracketpress.
Tom Hodgkinson is the author of How To Be Idle and How To
Be Free (Hamish Hamilton). He is editor and co-founder of the
Idler and contributes to the Guardian, the Sunday Times and
the Telegraph. He also imported absinthe into the UK for a
while. He lives in Devon with his family.
208mm x 134mm, 20 pages, printed on Strathmore Natural
White 118gsm wove, sewn-in black card jacket with Zerkall
Ingres eggshell blue wrapper. Hand numbered edition of 100
copies.
£5.00, free P&P within UK. Please make cheques payable to
‘Bracketpress’ and post to the address below or to pay by PayPal,
e-mail for Payment Request Form to: info@bracketpress.co.uk
BRACKETPRESS
183 Dunkirk Rise, College Bank
Rochdale, Lancashire, OL12 6UJ
www.bracketpress.co.uk

To reserve copies and request further information please email
info@solmentes.com
http://members.aol.com/esslemont/home.html
New publications by Jackie Batey
Future Fantasteek! - issue 4 : Feb 2008, edition size of fifty.

Flowers in Hotel Rooms Volume III
A new book, third publication in the series by Sarah Bodman
The series is inspired by Richard Brautigan’s novel The Abortion:
an Historical Romance (1966). Each book in the series contains
10 flower placings or associations produced in hotel rooms that
I occupy whilst travelling. This third volume includes tributes
in Australia, UK, Japan, The Netherlands, Estonia and USA,
for books by: Haruki Murakami, Ray Bradbury, Iain Sinclair,
Tim Gautreaux, Robert Bloch, Agatha Christie, Edgar Allen
Poe and Ed Ruscha.

The ‘Sick-O’ Issue
Softback Zine printed in greyscale on orange and yellow paper,
staple bound. A5 size containing 16 printed pages. Day-glo
orange cover with yellow dots.
The Damp Flat Research team is wondering why everyone’s so
sick lately. They are also quickly investing, on-the-side, in the
pharmaceutical industry. What with Norovirus and advice on
how to take a ‘sickie’ there seems to be no healthy folk left.
This issue also includes how to spot whether you have ended-up
working for the Department of Stupidity and the right way to
wash your hands.

Archival inkjet print from original photographs on Woodstock
Superfine paper, bound with six-sheet card and wallpaper covers,
screenprinted text on inside cover.
2008, Bristol, UK, 13.5 x 8 x 1 cm. Edition of 25.
£25 each including P&P. To order email:
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
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I would write more, but I’m feeling off-colour and need to lay
down...

IAN HAMILTON FINLAY: SELECTED LANDSCAPES
New Arcadian Journal No. 61/62 (2007)
Editor: Patrick Eyres

www.dampflat.com/DAMPFLAT/books/zines/zine.htm

Reboot by Jackie Batey
This is a book about computers. Do they really hate us? Why are
computers so indignant when you want to open files, rewarding
your impetuousness with spinning balls and hourglass icons?
This is a book about technological brokenness. We rely more
and more on technology and computers, ignoring the fact that
there seems to be a mechanical revolt gradually gathering pace all
around us - soon the only tasks left for us will be hand-drawing
the Out of Order signs to hang on the machines.

The Stockwood Park (Luton) overview by Chris Broughton

Over a period of time, I’ve been recording technology failures
photographically as well as drawing the language of brokenness,
cryptic messages such as, disc error and are you sure you want to
shut-down?

Ian Hamilton Finlay (1925-2006) is renowned as a poet, artist,
philosopher, sculptor and landscape designer. The celebrated
garden around his home at Little Sparta in southern Scotland
has acquired an international reputation. This tribute also
records the permanent landscape installations commissioned
for over seventy gardens, parks and cityscapes across the U.K.,
mainland Europe and the U.S.A. - and highlights important
sites in the UK, including the ‘Wave Poem’ Wall (Livingston),
Stockwood Park (Luton), the Serpentine Gallery Garden
(London) and St. George’s (Bristol).
Texts: Yves Abrioux, Stephen Bann, Sue Finlay, John Dixon
Hunt, Patrick Eyres, Harry Gilonis, Jessie Sheeler.

I’ve combined my photographs and drawings into this pair of
books, added to this hand-cut rubber stamps of familiar
computer icons - hourglass, watch, cursor arrow and older legacy
icons such as the floppy disk. Scanned legacy peripherals such as
scsi leads and old network cables tangle across the pages, to
remind us just how fast technology is moving.

Drawings (including many from Finlay’s landscape proposals):
Ian Appleton, Keith Bailey, Janet Boulton, Chris Broughton,
Laurie Clark, Ron Costley, Howard Eaglestone, Gary Hincks,
Peter Lyle, Jack Sloan, Nicholas Sloan, Mark Stewart, Andrew
Townsend, Caroline Webb, Andrew Whittle.
A5 (portrait format), 176 pp., 102 drawings, edition of 300.
For details, see online catalogue: www.NewArcadianPress.co.uk

The books work as a pair and should be opened and read
simultaneously. The book can be viewed and flicked-through at:
www.dampflat.com/DAMPFLAT/books/reboot

£25 a copy. Please order from: Dr. Patrick Eyres, New Arcadian
Press, 13 Graham Grove, Leeds, LS4 2NF

This book was created for the Re:2008 Exhibition held by the
‘We Love Your Books’ Collective www.weloveyourbooks.com
(see page 6 of the newsletter for exhibition details)
The cover is clear acrylic closed with magnetic catches
Hand-cut rubberstamp icons are added to final printed pages
Several real capacitors and fuses are threaded into two of the
pages. Reboot - Limited Edition of 10, Brighton 2008
400mm x 170mm, a double spiral-bound pair of books each
of 20 pages. www.dampflat.com / jackie.batey@ntlworld.com
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The Blue Notebook journal for artists’ books
Volume 2 No. 2 published April 2008
Essays by: Martin Antonetti & Mike Nicholson: Parallel
Readings: Subjective notes from both a curator and a book artist;
Emily Artinian: Who cares where the apostrophe goes? non/
participation in the Wikipedia definition of artists’ books;
Jana Harper: Artists’ Books 2.0 : DIY with POD; Emma Moxey:
chimaerae verae; Tennille Shuster: Personalising Design Through
Book Arts; Tony White: Production not Reproduction: Photo-Offset
Printed Artists’ Books
Artists’ pages by: David Abbott, Clinton Cahill, Jane Hyslop,
Bertie Knutzen and J P Willis
Cover design: Tom Sowden

Printed Matter, Inc. is pleased to announce the launch of Erik
Hanson’s A Year of Playlists, a newspaper-style publication of
monthly drawings made by the artist while listening to pop
music.
Drawn over the course of 2007, A Year of Playlists consists of 12
works showcasing matchbooks drawn while listening to pop
songs - each matchbook is a visual rendering of a particular song.
It is common for music to define or reflect oneís mood and in
these drawings, while seemingly haphazard and scrappy, the
numerous matchbooks sketch a narrative of the artist's life
over the course of a year.
The artist explains: in january I was shattered, depressed, still
getting over the boyfriend who dumped me in paris a year ago,
hence the composition is tight rigid scared, lots of sad songs and
french music...feb too, in march things start to lighten up a bit,
im feeling good about the paintings im making and starting to
sell them, this is giving me more confidence, summer comes
around and im really loosening up in the compositions, july i
meet this brazilian guy, im really happy and loosening up a lot
changing the sizes scales, adding lots of brazilian music ...giving
up the patterns on the compositions and just winging it. Oct the
relationship is feeling weird and lots of sad songs, nov its over
but then a new guy comes into my life still experimenting with
compositions and loosening up, dec...im really happy and it
shows...well for me its all right there....
A Year of Playlists was published by Regency Arts Press Ltd.
as the first publication in its Works on Paper series of modest
artists’ books devoted to works on paper by artists who work
in a variety of media.

The annual subscription of £10 includes two issues, online
access, and an artist’s badge specially commissioned for
The Blue Notebook. The journal is published in two formats:
an electronic colour version to be accessed at any time online,
and a paper, black and white version.
(Print) ISSN 1751-1712
(Online) ISSN 1751-1720
Subscription at 10 GBP per annum - includes UK and
international postage.
To subscribe, please visit:
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bookpub.htm
or email: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
for an electronic subscription form.

Erik Hanson is a New York-based conceptual artist who
apprehends non-visual sensual phenomena and translates/
transforms them using visual means. His work has been
exhibited throughout the US and internationally, including
PS1 Contemporary Art Center, The New Museum for
Contemporary Art, The Sculpture Center, Marianne Boesky
Gallery, Caren Golden, Debs & Co., John Connelly Presents,
White Columns, (all in NY), Yerba Buena Center for the Arts,
San Francisco, Contemporary Arts Center, New Orleans, and
Galerie S & H de Buck, Ghent, Belgium.
Created in 2003, Regency Arts Press Ltd. is a not-for-profit
organisation dedicated to publishing artists’ books with
American contemporary artists, and to creating innovative
public programming that explores the interchange between art
and books. As a service for artists, they are primarily committed
to fostering experimentation and innovation, and to giving
artists opportunities to work outside of the concerns and
constraints of the commercial art marketplace.
A Year of Playlists is 14 pages and retails for $15.

We welcome submissions of writing on contemporary artists’
books for The Blue Notebook. For more information please
contact Sarah Bodman at the address below.
Sarah Bodman - Impact Press, Centre for Fine Print Research,
UWE Bristol School of Creative Arts, Kennel Lodge Road,
Bristol, BS3 2JT, UK
Fax: +44 (0)117 32 85865
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk

The publication contains 12 black and white images and is
available at www.printedmatter.org and at the Printed Matter,
Inc. store:
Printed Matter, Inc.
195 Tenth Avenue
New York, NY 10011
www.printedmatter.org
T: 212 925 0325
F: 212 925 0464
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no-one’s not from everywhere
Nick Stewart
An artist’s book developed from a text sourced through extensive
discussions with 55 Irish artists. Formative memories, stories
and events from childhood were recorded during informal
conversations. These recordings were then sampled to create
a new text, a hybrid of associated phrases, sentences and
paragraphs, accompanied by a parallel visual narrative of still
images sampled from ten years of video footage collected on
trips to and from Ireland and England.

REPORTS
codex event 5
January 2008
Southern Cross University, Australia

A series of five books: sheet music for a jabberwocky quintet, the
book titles are a, d, e, f & g, an outcome from codex event 5.
Held at Southern Cross University in Northern NSW, Australia;
the event involved an invitational collaborative intensive and 2
workshops, one on papermaking and the other bookbinding for
artists. The collaboration was set in motion with the idea of text
as substrate, the collaborators involved were, Taryn Eales, Louise
Irving, Sarah Jones & the codex events co-ordinator Tim Mosely.

Published by Nick Stewart and the Millennium Court Arts
Centre, Ireland, June 2007.
Review - Circa: Contemporary Visual Culture in Ireland,
Autumn 2007 issue:
“The book is good. It is sweet in places and charming. It is
philosophical and analytic. It gives a very strong sense of people
located in a global and European community rather than a zip
code microcommunity. There is a strong sense of people living
in the present of their politics and art and community, not
predominantly in their past. There is great balance in the book.
It is a book of people going home (whether to their current
homes, wherever they might be, or 'back home' to Ireland),
it is a book of people being inside and outside communities.
You might read the book within many different frames.
I came out of it thinking that the texts show us positions
where sexuality, art, the media, language, politics, inclusion and
exclusion are all operants in the making of self. Very elegantly
this book raises all the obvious questions and in effect says there
are no easy answers, There are no stereotypes. Each person’s
experience is different.”
David Hughes

book a from the series

Initial discussions led to the idea of using a large sheet of paper
that could be condensed into artists’ books, this was seen as
a means to explore the use of text other than as words.
A large sheet of paper (7m x 2m ) was built up from A1 sheets
of paper, black through to a pale shade of blue. Onto this was
pulp printed a layer of found text and letters of varying sizes
over which was pulp-printed a layer of blank treble and bass clef
music scores. The music score was seen as a way to redirect the
reader’s perception away from the texts primary function as
words. The final layer, using found symbols and marks, was
located onto the blank score. When dry the paper was pulled
down in one piece, torn into five strips lengthways which further
disturbed the text, opening up other ways to read the marks.
Each strip was then folded into a concertina and case bound
using a found fabric.
An offer to perform the score as a piece for five performers
by an artist who watched the making of the artwork over
5 days, has opened up a new avenue to push the work further.
Tim Mosely (tim.mosely@scu.edu.au)

The book is distributed in Ireland through the MCAC,
elsewhere contact Nick Stewart at art@nickstewart.org.uk
UK - £20, incl. p&p
Europe - 30, incl. p&p
USA - $40, incl. p&p
View pages at: www.nickstewart.org.uk
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Book Arts and International Women’s Day
A Report
The London College of Communication’s Learning Resource
Centre has been host to an exhibition of book works by four
final year students on the degree course in Book Arts.
The works are diverse and deal wholly or in part with the role
of women in society, past and present. Curated /organised by
Mary Pullen, the book works were selected and displayed
between the 3rd and 8th March, in recognition of the globally
celebrated International Women’s Day 2008.

The Binding of Isaac, Cassy Sachar

Strike, Mary Pullen

Deprivation and exploitation led to the strike by female
matchmakers in the Bryant and May factory, Bow in 1888.
Inspired by the success of the women’s action, the artist’s book
Strike is a visual comment on the working conditions of women
in the Bow area from 1888 to the present day. The reader is led
on a journey via the titles and contents of six ‘match’ boxes and
simultaneously encouraged to consider the changes, if any, which
have occurred in the working conditions of women in the Bow
area today. (mary.pullen@yahoo.co.uk)

My piece looks at the biblical story of the sacrifice of Isaac
through four books each representing the experience of one
of the characters. The bible and classical art focus on the male
relationships between God, father and son. In twentieth century
Israeli art, the experience of Sarah - Isaac’s mother and
Abraham’s wife - became a symbol of a mother mourning for her
children murdered in the holocaust. In my book representing
Sarah, she has the torn garment of the mourner, but while the
father prepares to sacrifice their only son, she is the one, who
with cloth and needle, will have to repair the damage when they
get home. (cassykara@hotmail.com)

Body Image, Joelly To

Sailor’s Secret, Zoë Ross

In the past, a surprising number of women disguised
themselves as men and ran away to sea, for various reasons.
This phenomenon is investigated in Sailor’s Secret with an
imagined individual. The viewer strips this person bare, both
physically and emotionally, by removing clothing layer by layer.
With the removal of each item, more is discovered of their true
identity and the individual appears increasingly feminine.
The intimacy and anticipation involved in the act of undressing
echo the experiences of those women whose true identities were
exposed after they were taken ill and stripped of their clothes for
a medical examination. (zhross@hotmail.com)
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Women are pressured and compared with glamorised models
in the media. This project looks into how we see our bodies
as individuals and the ways we would like to look for the
opposite sex. The content of the book consists of manipulated
photographs, drawings, prints and comments from women
taken from a survey. The outcomes of my research displayed
a higher number of negative responses, which can demonstrate
the pressures from the media, but also how common it is for
women to dislike certain parts of their body image.

Mary Pullen
3rd Year BA Hons Book Arts student
London College of Communication

P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS …

STOP PRESS!

We are hoping to offer more advanced workshops, or even open
access time in the near future. Stay tuned!
* We will supply you with good quality paper for printing,
but should you wish to bring your own paper in order to suit
a particular need, please do.

Snap is pleased to open its doors to offer courses in
screenprinting! Workshops are 6 hours in length and provide
participants with an introduction to screenprinting and an
opportunity to come away with something they have created
here on the premises. We are running these workshops in two
formats: 1 day (six hours) and 2 day (3 hours per day).
Workshops cost is £60 (£20 deposit, £40 balance on the day)
and are inclusive of all materials (unless otherwise noted*).
Student rate is £45 (please bring NUS card when signing up)
Expect tea and coffee!
Workshop vouchers are available to purchase from Snap.
Alternatively, contact us to arrange a workshop date and check
availability.
Before signing up, please read our terms and conditions below.
1 day courses (10am - 4pm):
Saturday 17th May: An Introduction to Screenprinting with
Lucie Sheridan
Sunday 25th May: An Introduction to Screenprinting with
Simon Tozer
Saturday 31st May: An Introduction to Screenprinting with
Lucie Sheridan
Saturday 28th June: An Introduction to Screenprinting with
Lucie Sheridan

Snap Studio, 20-21 Lower Park Row, Bristol BS1 5BN
email: snap@snapstudio.org.uk
Tel. 0117 3763 564
www.snapstudio.org.uk/getinvolved/index.php

The Liquid Page Symposium
20 June 2008 - Tate Britain, London
Clore Auditorium, Tate Britain
Millbank, London SW1P 4RG
Just what we can make of the book and what it can make of us
is the theme of this symposium. Commentators have foreseen
radical change in both the form of this enduring cultural object
and the way we interact with it. New technology always questions the relevance and significance of traditional forms. The
Liquid Page invites academics and artists to explore the ways in
which both the book and the act of reading is being reshaped,
expanded and coaxed into new directions and hybrid forms.
Confirmed speakers: Prof. Johanna Drucker, Robertson Professor
of Media Studies and English, University of Virginia; Simon
Morley, Artist/ Writer (‘Writing on the Wall’)
This Symposium is a collaboration between UCCA and Tate
Britain. Tickets for this event can be booked from April through
Tate Britain. www.tate.org.uk/britain
For further information please contact Silke Dettmers
sdettmers@ucreative.ac.uk or Phil Jones pjones@ucreative.ac.uk

2 day courses (6:00pm - 9:00pm both days):
Monday May 5th and May 12th: An Introduction to
Screenprinting with David Abbott
Tuesday May 6th and May 13th: An Introduction to
Screenprinting with Freya Cumming
Terms and Conditions
* £20 deposit is non-refundable and required at the time of
booking, so please be sure you can make the date before signing
up. If you have booked in but need to reschedule for whatever
reason please note that this is at the discretion of the Snap
member giving the workshop.

UWE Bristol Exhibitions
Bower Ashton Library opening hours, term time:
Mon - Thurs 08.45 - 20.00, Friday 08.45 - 17.00
Saturday 09.30 - 13.00
Please call to check opening hours before travelling
as times vary during inter-semester weeks and vacation
periods (usually Mon - Fri 09.00 - 17.00, closed Saturdays)
Library issue desk Tel: 0117 328 4750
If you have any book arts news, please email items for the
Book Arts Newsletter to: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
Please supply any images as good quality RGB jpegs (300 dpi)

* We reserve the right to cancel a workshop, but will give you
as much prior notice as possible. In this case we will either
reschedule with you or refund your deposit.

NEXT DEADLINE: 30TH MAY 2008
FOR THE JUNE - JULY NEWSLETTER

* Please note: Introductory workshops are, well, introductory.
Our aim is to teach you the basics of screenprinting and give you
the opportunity to have a go at printing something for yourself.
If you already have experience in screenprinting and just want to
use the facilities these workshops are probably not for you.

Sarah Bodman, Centre for Fine Print Research
UWE Bristol School of Creative Arts, Department of Art and
Design, Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol BS3 2JT, UK
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk / Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
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